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 This gym specializes in: 

- Personalized one on one training 
- Fully personalized diet plans
- Semi-Private lessons with the same benefits.



Competitive advantage

- Have consistent follow-ups with their clients. They 
build relationships, not just acquaintances.

- Programs offered for Body composition, 
performance, optimal health & injury management 

- Biosignature program to help clients with nutrition & 
supplements



TRENDS IN THIS MARKET

● The adult obesity rate is expected to rise.

● Adults aged 20-64 is one of the largest gym-going demographics in 

Canada. 

● Two in five (40%) Canadians find working out at a gym to be 

intimidating. 

●  38% Are afraid other people will watch them. 

●  33% Don’t know what they’re doing. 

●  30% Don’t know anyone. 

●  28% Think they’re too overweight to go to a gym 

● Leisure time is also decreasing.



DECISION PROBLEM  

Should Elite Coaching expand its services offering towards corporate 
employee group training programs for neighbouring startups during the less 

active hours of the day in order to capitalize on a larger portion of the 
market rather than just focusing on affluent individuals with specific fitness 

goals and maximize the use of the facility? 



We are analysing this to retest the trends in the market.

The more you ___________ the more likely you will purchase 
services from Elite Coaching.

● Self-Confidence
● Work Out 

Perceived Fit: between Elite-Coaching/Fitness & the 
services offers to his clientele.

Purchase Intent : To buy services from Elite Coaching

Market Research Problem



Sampling & methodology 

Sampling : 

● Facebook
● Non probability

Methodology : 

● Interview with the business owner 
● Quantitative type survey



DATA ANALYSIS
From OUR SURVEY



84% already workout

Do you work out?



Number of times people workout

29% - 4 times
27% - 3 times
25% - 5 times



Entering a Fitness Establishment

25% go 4 times a week
19% go 0 times a week 



Gym Establishments



Location

73 % are from Montreal
27 % are from outside of Montreal



Willing to travel a gym 
establishment 

32% are willing to travel 1-5km
40% are willing to travel 5-10km
17% are willing to travel 10-15km



Self-confidence 



Private Training Session

66 % are willing to pay up to 25$
27% are willing to pay up to 50$



Elite Coaching 

95.2% do not know Elite 
Coaching



The less you work out the more you are willing to 
purchase elite coaching membership 

X= PURCHASE INTENT

Y= How many times do 
you workout every week 

Correl = -0.323001608



The less you work out in a gym establishment the 
more likely you are to purchase 

X= PURCHASE INTENT

Y= How many times do you enter 
a fitness establishment every 
week 

Correll = -0.250948513



The less you consider nutrition important the more 
likely you are to purchase 

X= PURCHASE INTENT

Y= How important maintain a 
healthy diet on a daily basis

Correll = -0.289424854



The more you consider elite coaching efficient the 
more likely you are to purchase 

X= PURCHASE INTENT

Y= Do you consider 
Elite Coaching efficient

Correll = 0.299749273



The older you are the more likely you are to purchase 

X=PURCHASE INTENT

Y= Age

Correll = 0.342393172



The more income you make the more likely you are to 
purchase 

X= PURCHASE INTENT

Y=  Average income a year

Correll = 0.262928421



The more educated you are the more likely you are to 
purchase 

X= PURCHASE INTENT

Y=  Level of education 

Correll = 0.268748976



Key points

What the results demonstrate is that people 
willing to purchase are

● Less likely to  workout in a gym establishment

● Less likely to consider nutrition to be important

● Likely to perceive Elite coaching as efficient solution

● Of an older demographic 

● More likely to have higher disposable income

● More likely to have higher  education



Key points

Our new target for our resolution

● is willing to pay between 0-50$ for private training 

(93 % )

● lives in Montreal (72 % )

● is willing to  travel 1-15 km to go to a gym

● are University Students



Conclusion:

Recommendations:
Students from UDM 
Limited Package 
Lower Price 

Limitations:
Lack of information on consumer preferences

Future research:
Probability sampling survey  at UdeM 


